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It is no secret that Subaru has or had oil consumption issues that ultimately led to the company
to agree to settle in the oil consumption lawsuit filed against them in The carmaker agreed to
reimburse drivers for out-of-pocket expenses from the alleged defect which caused excessive
Subaru oil consumption. Subaru also agreed to extend warranties. The Subaru models that were
affected most by this oil consumption problem are: Forester with 2. Subaru is not the only one
that has this problem. The worst case was with BMW 5 Series vehicles with V8 engines, having
27 times more likely to suffer excessive oil consumption than an average vehicle. Yet despite
the evidence, Subaru, Audi and BMW are firmly sticking with their statement that oil
consumption is a normal part in the operation of a vehicle. Subaru has stated that a quart
burned every 1, to 1, miles is acceptable. Unfortunately, some Subaru vehicles and vehicles
from other car makers need frequent topping off the oil reservoir between recommended oil
changes. That is a source of concern since a new car owner should not have to do that. It's long
been prescribed by the oil change industry that oil change should be done every 3, miles. In
fact, recently most car manufacturers have stretched that to 7, or even 10, miles, thanks to
engine manufacturing refinements and oil technology allowing engine oil to last longer. It is
normal for vehicles to burn a small amount of oil as they get older, like , miles and beyond. But
when your car is new it is not acceptable for it to burn excessive amounts of oil. It seems that
the auto world is never going to be free from scandal. As mentioned previously, Subaru and
other automakers have been involved in controversies regarding the manufacture of engines
that burn excessive amounts of engine oil. But the drivers did not buy it. As a matter of fact,
according to the survey conducted by Consumer Reports, 4 of Subarus vehicles ended in the
top 30 for oil consumption, with plenty more not far behind. The worst Subaru vehicles in terms
of oil consumptions by far are those with 3. It is difficult to say which vehicles are really affected
by high oil consumption until the issue is officially resolved, but the following are the most
likely affected models:. Subaru was resistant at the beginning but it finally has taken action to
resolve the issue and released a Technical Service Bulletin which indicated a course action for
affected models. This means owners do not have to get money out of their pockets to get this
work done which is great. According to Michael McHale, a Subaru Spokesman, more than 98
percent of the settlement class vehicles Crosstrek, Forester, Impreza, Legacy and Outback
models had not experienced and would not experience any oil consumption issues, But those
who belonged to the 2 percent were told to contact their Subaru dealer and go in to have an oil
consumption test. The dealer would replace the shortblock assembly if the dealer finds the oil
consumption exceeds normal levels. Repairs would be made under the new vehicle warranty or
powertrain warranty, depending on what applies. If your Subaru is out of the new vehicle
warranty coverage and you have an extended warranty, there is still a chance your repairs
would be covered, but the Subaru dealer would need to confirm this with the extended warranty
company. There are 6 main reasons that can cause a Subaru vehicle to consumer oil faster
including:. Other than the costly replacement of the piston rings, which Subaru has committed
to cover on qualifying cars, there are only a few basic things you can do to keep oil
consumption down as much as possible. Here are three things you can do:. Here is a quick
guide to checking your Subaru engine oil level and adding engine oil if the level is low. But first
you must have the following: clean cloth and engine oil if the level is low. Note: Make sure you
do not go above the Maximum mark. There is a possibility of burning because of the engine
parts being hot. Add engine oil right away if your engine oil level is below the Minimum mark.
Never drive or keep the engine running if the oil light is on or the oil pressure light of your
Subaru is on. You can only continue driving when the oil light is off. Find out which Subaru
engines caused headaches. Subaru were allegedly using a casting process that caused the
piston ringlands which separate the piston rings to weaken, while crankcase oil vapors get into
the combustion chamber due to the PCV system. There is also a second lawsuit that claims oil
lubrication issues to the bearings and crankshafts which cause similar 2. Subaru cars have
stayed popular with a core set of consumers, with their marketing targeted particularly to their
niche in the car market. Loyal Subaru owners tend to stick with the brand because of its
off-road capabilities, drivetrain engine or that they are budget-friendly in the sports car market.
Although Subaru targets a niche market, it is still able to have a strong presence in the entire
auto industry for some time now. But the question is how reliable are Subarus? Subaru has
gone through a rollercoaster ride over the last few years, and in it suffered a huge drop in their
reliability, landing on the 18th spot out of 36 in terms of dependability as awarded by
ReliabilityIndex. But things have been better for them since that year. In J. Power Vehicle
Dependability Study , Subaru rated poorly again, and its Crosstrek, Outback, and Forester do
not get any individual awards. But that is not something surprising as the Japanese carmaker
has not scored well the past 4 years and now this makes 5 years in a row. The question is, how
come Subaru always fails to score above industry average in the study? The study measures

the number of issues per cars experienced during the past one year by original owners of their
3 year-old cars. The study measures issues in model-year Subarus. But despite the low score
on dependability, Consumer Reports ranked Subaru number 1 in overall performance and value
in But Consumer Reports also ranked vehicles based on reliability in terms of annual
maintenance cost and repair issues. Subaru dropped five spots in the rankings from the prior
year and ended up placing number 7 in overall reliability for the year Why Us? How it works
What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. More information about the class action is available
here. As many others have noted on this forum, this car has an oil consumption problem. The
first time, I was about 3, miles into an oil change and the light came on. I brought it into Nate
Wade and they started an oil consumption test, which I passed. The problem seemed
nonexistent through the remainder of the 5, miles I had until the next change. I then changed my
oil at home before a trip to Calgary. At almost 3, miles on the nose, the light comes back on. I
take it to Subaru and they replace the oil sensor light and tell me that this should definitely fix
the problem. They topped me off with oil and sent me on my way. Again, with no problems until
the next change. I change my oil at my place once more, and again we come to the same issue
on another road trip. I understand that the oil problem is exacerbated by prolonged trips in the
car, but I bought this car with the intention of using it for road trips, so this is especially
disappointing. I bring this issue to Nate Wade again and they say there is nothing they can do
for me. They've given me the perfunctory oil consumption test and if I want to explore this issue
further I should contact Subaru of America. So, I do, and they start another test. I schedule a trip
to the Grand Canyon because I definitely want to fail this test and if I have been having
problems on road trips, I might as well take one I check the oil before embarking because I want
to see how much it changed over the course of the trip and I am appalled. They have clearly
overfilled my oil by at least a half a quart half the distance between the full and bottom mark.
Their reaction when I called them to report this issue shocked me. Apparently, according to
SOA, you are not allowed to check the oil during your oil consumption test which seems to be
false based on what I have read here. Nobody told me this, and they threatened to nullify my oil
test results and charge me for an oil change if they were to begin another test. I bring it back to
Nate Wade Subaru and ask to speak to the service manager. I never get to talk to him, but the
tech agreed with me that my engine oil was clearly overfilled, and we begin ANOTHER
consumption test, free of charge. This time, the service technician and I verified the oil level
beforehand, and then he put a tamper evident seal on the dipstick, the oil filter, and the oil cap
to prevent me from??? I'm not sure. The fact that they made such a big deal about this and
essentially dropped it made me question the integrity of this entire ordeal. Well, I just brought it
back today and I passed the test. I only burned 2 oz of oil instead of the required As we were
checking the level of the oil, he said that the test would fail if either side of the dipstick showed
full oil. This is directly contradictory to what is stated in the manual: read from the lower side of
the dipstick. This coupled with them seemingly intentionally overfilling my oil makes this entire
process feel disingenuous and a facade of a company "fixing" a problem. So, it seems that the
rate of oil consumption, for my car at least, accelerates as the first miles after a change goes on.
I'm not sure what the fix is. The technician suggested switching to 5W30 instead of 0W20, as a
thicker viscosity would not burn off so easily. My roommate suggested maybe trying higher
octane fuel, for a similar reason. If you guys have any suggestions please let me know. Here's
everything I wish I would have known about this process before I started: - Outbacks have an oil
consumption problem. This entire test is performed by looking at the dipstick. If it is not
mandated by a judge, Subaru doesn't care. Good luck, friends. I was looking for a Subaru and
found it to be a good price with an extended, but limited, warranty. It was a pretty good deal and
it brought my interest rate down a point which made it more or less affordable. About two weeks
after I purchased it, the oil light came on. I took it back to Audi and they told me to take it to
Subaru. I took it to Subaru and they did an oil consumption test which they said passed. I found
out that this car had been in several times from a previous owner for the same issue. While I
was there the second time, another customer was there for the same problem. I wrote letters,
had a second test done, sent emails back and forth to a Subaru representative for 7 months with
no avail. They told me to check my oil every time I filled up the car. I drive over 1, miles a month!
Are you kidding me? My car requires oil topped off every 1, miles or less. The test's limit for oil
consumption is1, How ironic that my vehicle runs low on oil approximately miles from the the
set limit imposed by a class action lawsuit. This tells me that Subaru has figured out where the
threshold is on the oil running low and set it below that threshold so that most, if not all,
customers doing the oil consumption test will pass it. Therefore, these cars are not being fixed
by Subaru. I 'm going to complain on this website, on Twitter, put a sign on my car and drive
around three to five counties every month telling everyone that unbeknownst to me. I bought a
defective vehicle which the manufacturer will not fix, even though several mechanics confirm

the problem and say the vehicle will eventually stop working because of the piston rings being
defective. I have a five year payment on a vehicle that has over , miles on it! How am I supposed
to pay on a vehicle that is not working or pay for a new engine block on a vehicle that has over ,
miles on it? I'm a single mom who's struggling financially and needs this car to be able to work
to pay bills and a car payment. Subaru has no sympathy for their customers and their cars and
despite the pictures on the dealership wall, they will not last for multiple generations. This car
won't even make it till my 10 year old daughter is old enough to drive. Unless Subaru is willing
to fix the vehicle, then it has fighting chance. If this can't happen, I suggest you join me in
starting another class action lawsuit in regard to a defective short block in the vehicle you own.
Or in regard to the extended Warranty; that it doesn't benefit anyone except the manufacturer. If
you don't have a vehicle with this problem, find out if you do and otherwise, do not purchase a
used Subaru thinking it will last through your payments. Do not buy any Subaru new or used to
support those people who have these defective cars so that Subaru will cave in to helping us to
replace the short block so our cars will last multiple generations. Thank you for your support!
It's much appreciated. So we added a qt or two in and have done so every since for the last
almost 6 yrs. I was planning on upgrading to the new ascent, but will definitely be looking at the
Grand Cherokee or 4Runner now I can't believe I already experienced two engine issues in last
5 years. I bought this car as a new one and bought 3 years service package from the dealer and
did all maintenance services for the engine as Subaru recommendation. Last year, it had an
issue with coolant leaking into engine when I did regular maintenance service at the dealer. So
it got covered. Now just 5 months after passing 60 months warranty period but it is still only
under 50k mileage, dealer found out oil leak because of cam carrier problem. This car was never
used for off-road and even not for long trips. I am so pissed off about unreliable engine seal
system. Any suggestions about should I keep this car or sell it. I am really worried it might have
another oil leak or gasket problems even after I fix current problem at the dealer. My first issue
was around miles when my oil light came on. I checked the oil and it was down a quart but I still
had miles before I was due for an oil change. I talked to the Dealer - the book said change oil
every miles, but the Dealer said it depended on how you drive and where I put a lot of mileage
on my car, it was recommended changing the oil every miles. So that sounded like a Plan! It was
recommended that I have an oil consumption test done, but I was also told in order to Fail the
OCT the car had to be going through a qt of oil every miles. I knew at the time I wouldn't fail the
test, so I put it off. I had purchased the , mile extended warranty when I bought the car and was
concerned the warranty would expire before I officially Failed the OCT. Finally at , miles I was
confident I would Fail the test and had it done. And it Failed! Then I was told by the same Dealer
that where it was now past , miles mark, Subaru Would Not cover any repairs!! The Dealer gave
me the phone number to talk to Subaru directly and they told me the same thing. I just finished
paying for the car this fall and what is a car like this worth now that its paid for? Who would
ever purchase a car burning this much oil? That Subaru will not stand behind their product, to
me, is criminal!! It is definitely the "Last Subaru" we will ever own. In June , I bought a Outback
2. I paid extra for Certified pre-owned status. I thought it was a good deal since it had low miles,
and the dealership told me the previous owners were an older couple who only averaged miles
a year. Of course, about a month or so miles later the oil light came on. I had to stop at a gas
station and put a quart in. I knew this wasn't right since the dealer told me they just did an oil
change and that I wouldn't have to add or change the oil for another miles. I did some
investigation and learned about the class action lawsuit related to high oil consumption for
many Subaru models, including my own. Next time I took it in to my local dealer, I asked for an
oil consumption test. They did an oil change, filled the oil and told me to bring it back after I'd
driven it - miles. I did so closer to miles , and they found that it burned twice the amount of oil
they expected. They said because my car was still under warranty, they were going to replace
the engine block, which they did in January It did not cost me anything except the pain and
aggravation of being misled by the original dealership which knew this model and year were
included in the class action lawsuit, but still sold it to me at a typically elevated dealership price
without disclosing the issue. Additionally I'm now in possession of a car which had the engine
block replaced at 24, miles, which very likely will reduce the value and make it more difficult for
me to sell on the private market or to trade it in for a reasonable amount. I am retired ,not much
money, and just made 1st payment on Subaru outback to find out the oil consumption is
outrageous and would like to know if there has been any recalls to fix problem???? Every miles
the yellow oil light comes on and requires. In the last 12 months or so, My outback has been
burning a lot of oil. I have to add at least one quart during every mile change interval. In the past
few months, it seems to have gotten worse. I recently added a quart, then a few weeks later,
another quart, and now its time to change the oil. Killing me! I drive a lot, but now I'm thinking of
getting rid of the car because more and more issues are starting to crop up. Anyone else have

similar experiences once mileage starts to creep up? I have to carry oil with me as I never know
when the oil pressure light will come on and I will have to add oil. I must check it regularly
before I start on a trip or plan to drive more than 30 miles. It drops 2 quarts or more. The last
time it went in to the dealership, they messed with the oil pressure light so it will not come on.
That means a very regular check of the oil on my part. I have a local garage keeping records on
the car as I get the dealer to do the oil changes under their warranty. This is Subaru 9 in our
family. All were Outbacks but two Legacies and we never had oil usage problems with any of
them. We take them off the road at about , miles and expect them to last. This has 61, miles on it
and it is called on to travel around New York State, Pa and Ohio hauling a load of show rabbits
to different show locals. I do not expect that I will keep it much beyond , miles unless Subaru
steps up and admits that they have a problem and solves it. Will there be Subaru 10??? That will
depend on how they solve the problems with 9 over the next 3 years. If they can not then I will
dump the vehicle and look at another brand. I do not trust the dealer and that is why I have an
independent garage watching the oil usage and keeping records on it. Then is needed I can sue
Subaru for any repairs needed on the engine. My beef is that when I bought this car, Subaru
already knew they had an issue. Once the problem was brought to their attention I was 10k out
of warranty. Subaru of America did exactly nothing to help. Love is a one way street from my
dealings with Subaru of America. My Extended Warranty company has put in a used Junk yard
motor that Subaru of America calls "re manufactured" I have had it two weeks and have burnt
thru almost all of my oil. Their "re-manufactured" is worse than the original one. I am into this
repair for over dollars, multiple visits to the dealer, over a month of not having my car. My
recommendation to anyone that asks, is to steer clear of this disaster. I cannot tell you how
many hours on the phone with Subaru along with missed time from work. Very bad feelings.
Used to feel good when I saw other Soobs driving by, now I feel bad for those owners. I just
want to get this rolling piece of junk fixed so I can trade it in for a different manufacturer. It has
been a summer of Subaru! NOT a Subaru summer! Buyers beware! Purchased two Subaru
Outbacks and The had the check engine oil light at 35, miles. Added 1 qt and took the car into
the dealer for an oil consumption test. Dealership recommends that you return after driving 1,,
miles. Because of this, I did not return for the first consumption test, but monitored at home.
Level dropped to empty at 3,, miles. When back to the dealer for a repeat of the consumption
test. Talked to the service manager, who explained this was the result of oil from elsewhere int
the engine settling with time. However, I checked both after driving and a few hours after rest
and level was unchanged. With previous vehicles and previous oil change services, the
technicians always showed the dipstick level at full following the change, to indicate to me the
amount added was appropriate. The salesperson at the dealership acknowledged the Outbacks
had piston rings that were manufactured below specifications, but the bar repair is high. I am
having a difficult time trusting the dealership after two deceptive services. I purchased both
Outbacks with the intention of making them 10yr cars, but the excessive oil consumption
concerns me for engine longevity. There are two pending class action lawsuits regarding this oil
consumption problem, a problem that Subaru will not acknowledge. Will never consider the
purchase of a Subaru in the future. Have talked many friends and family out of purchasing this
brand. We brought in the Subaru Outback every 4k miles for an oil change as scheduled by the
dealer. Yes we know synthetic oil lasts longer but Then checking the oil, water, etc Adding more
oil before the next oil change I googled oil consumption and from there we went to our regular
dealer and the oil consumption test started. I video taped the crappy service rep as he looked at
the dip stick. Hope we were the final nail in his dismissal letter. I waited a week before calling
about an update on the block. It had never been ordered. Spoke to the service manager and he
said the test was completed. I told him to look at the first line of the test that said if it was this
low, order a block. I also told him that the level, miles later, was at the middle dot in the dip stick
and I could hear the valves knocking. I also told him the twit never added oil to bring the level
back up. But if he wanted me to drive the car until the thing blew up, say so Short tale is: Bring
the car back, here is a loaner Forrester to drive for weeks while the car is repaired. I also
mentioned to the service manager that the 3. Wonder how many 3. I'm going to monitor other
sites to see if I can find another 3. My wife wanted the Outback. When I was a mechanic you
could always tell a Subaru was coming due to a common part failure which caused the car to
make a distinctive sound. Well when I looked at the car and drove it I was impressed. Not after
the second oil change. Every three thousand miles I need to add a quart. I called the dealer who
informed me this was within tolerance. I told him my F goes 10k between oil changes and does
not use a drop of oil. I could have the dealer do an oil change and then bring it in every miles for
them to check. If the consumption was to great they had a fix which sounds more like a band
aid. The car now has 65K as my wife does a lot of driving. Just replaced the original tires at 55k.
Rotated every miles. Going to change plugs at 67k and front pads. Well we will not be buying

another Subaru as I feel the oil consumption is unacceptable. It is not like they just started
building this engine. Oh it also sounds like marbles when I drive it near a wall or divider. I am
using regular gas as the owners manual indicates and the car sounds like it is pinging. I keep a
gallon of oil in the back with a funnel and check the oil when we do long trips. I do not need the
motor going boom when I am miles away from home. First and last Subaru. Found out the hard
way the engine burns oil. We have had a pleasant experience with the dealerships up until the
moment I brought up the oil loss. Then I was stone walled when requesting information and
have been treated like a leper ever since. The best thing you can do is trade your car in for a
loss, the next best thing is let them replace the engine block on your brand new car it will never
run the same, I also have read that the problem persists even after this fix. The worst possible
outcome is if it consumes just under the limit set by Subaru that you can't get the problem
fixed, but you get to feed oil into your car, so that once it is out of warranty you get to start
replacing O2 sensors, spark plugs, and catalytic converters like band aids. Not to mention the
dirty combustion chambers and fouled valve seats and the decreased gas mileage. I talked my
wife into buying this car, told her it was a , mile car It will need a new engine block after 40,
miles, and this is common. Took my car in for 'oil consumption test'. The car had been driven
miles since the last oil change, and had consumed 0. I was told that the oil consumption was
"good news-well within specifications". Also was told that the oil consumption test had to be
done ONLY at miles, and since I will be taking it on a mile trip next week, it will have to be
started over when I return. I asked if I could have it done at other dealerships along the way, and
was told "No. The same technician has to do it each time. Wish me luck on that one.
Nevertheless, they mislead me on the following from the hard copy of the Consolidated Engine
Oil Consumption Test : 1. There is nothing that states that it has to be done at exactly miles. In
fact there is a very specific set of instructions on how to calculate any mileage, thus converting
it to miles. The story about having to start the test over every time we don't get it there at the
right time is untrue. There is nothing about the same technician or dealership having to do the
oil consumption test. By their specifications, we failed the test. Since we live just south of the
factory where this beast was manufactured Lafayette, IN. I don't think we are going to get any
local support. The factory and the dealership make a big deal about being "green", yet the cars
they manufacture are burning a lot of oil. What is the chemical content of synthetic oil burning?
I ask because one of my grandsons gets carsick in this car, and does not in our Honda. Can
somebody help us? We've had the car a little more than a year now and with about 22, miles it
still requires constant checking of the oil with adding some about a quart around miles oil
changes are scheduled around miles with service under dealer Maintenance agreement.
Discussing this with some dealer Mechanics I was told 1 the oil consumption was due to 'tighter
engine tolerances' 2 due to new EPA emission requirements????!!! I have several vehicles,
some of which are older than myself and one '95 model truck which has more , miles, and they
DON"T use this much oil and I didn't have this issue with the Forester. Anyway other than the
Oil consumption issue the Subaru is a nice vehicle and have had no other complaints or issues
yet , but IT is an issue I purchased a brand new Subaru Outback for my husband. He was
retiring, and we planned to take lots of road trips. We needed a car that we could drive safely in
the winter when one of our cherubs needed us. Also in the spring, fall, and summer. Soon after
we purchased the beast, the oil light came on, and the dipstick indicated that the oil was very,
very low. I took it to the dealership here in town and they told me not to worry my pretty little
head about it - this is completely normal for a new car. Soooo, we started adding oil expensive
Valvoline synthetic oil, per their instruction. We continued to have maintenance done by them
as scheduled, but between oil changes, we had the oil light come on, the dip stick indicating
that the oil was low, and we added a quart approximately every miles. Fast forward to May of My
daughter has now moved to Vermont. My niece has had twins in Austin. I have adopted an
ancient dog who is deaf, almost blind, and incontinent. I have maintenance done on the Outback
so I don't have to worry my pretty little head about it. We loaded the car with kids, dogs, and the
associated stuff that comes with a crowd like that, and head to Texas. Dipstick said we had no
oil. Called my husband and he advised me to keep driving. We were too far out in the boonies to
get AAA or Subaru or anybody else to help us. We kept driving until we came to a town with a
Walmart. They had Valvoline OW whatever, and we bought a case of the stuff and a funnel.
Poured a bottle in, and the light went off. Meanwhile the dog developed diarrhea, and the grand
kids puked. Stress can be ugly.
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When we returned to Indy, I took the car to the dealership, and was informed that they had to

perform an "oil usage test". The procedure was to bring the car in every miles and have them
measure how much oil it had used. I explained that I am not always camped on their campus
when miles rolls around. I was told, fine, bring it in whenever you can. I agreed to bring it in
before and after every trip. I thought they understood the concept. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 11 reports best - different car. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Outback problem yet. Be the first! Find
a good Subaru mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Comment
Disabled Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

